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CONTINUITY IN PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS
By T. K. Divecha
SYNOPSIS
The main purpose of a continuity analysis in prestressed
concrete beams is to achieve benefits in strength and economy.
Secondary moments produced by a prestressing force take an
important role in the analysis of continuous prestressed
concrete beams. Continuity produces a decrease in momenta
and hence reduction of section for the same load and span
in comparison with that of simple prestressed concrete beams.
The prestressing cable is located in such a way that stresses
produced at any section remain within the allowable limits.
Usually, computation of moments due to applied loading involves
an integration process. However, in this study of continuous
prestressed concrete beams, equivalent loads are computed
from the secondary moments through a differentiation process.
Prom the equivalent loads, final moments which give the
eccentricity of pressure line, are computed. The displacement
of prestressing cable and pressure line involves the
principle of linear transformation and ooncordancy of cable.
Two typical problems of beams having variable moments of
inertia and subjected to fixed and variable loading conditions
are discussed as an illustration of location of cable and
displacement of pressure line.
r;—Graduate Siudeni, Civil Engineering Department, Kansas
State University, Manhattan, Kansas
INTRODUCTION
Th« basic id«a behind contltouity in pMstrossed concrete
beeae is to achieve benefits in strenj^th and economy. By
introducing continuity in prestressed concrete beams, the
load carrying capacity of a continuous beam is increased
because the prestressing cable at intcnn©dir»te support
contributes to resisting moment. Also, continuity results
in a reduction of the amount of concrete and steel.
Because
of this property of continuous construction it is possible
to
provide smaller section for the sa»e loading. This study
treats the effect of continuity on the resign of prestressed
concrete beams.
The actual economy of materials and cost of construction
resulting from the use of continuity is greatly influenced by
design criteria, magnitudes of the spans involved, type of
structure under consideration, type of loading and available
•tbods of prestressing, V
Continuity could be used effectively and economically in
long span prestressed concrete struatures, particularly bridges.
With the increasing rievelopment and use of limit design and
partial prestressing in concrot© structural design, it is
expected thftt tho economy achieved throufjrh the use of continuity
will be extended to moderate span and perhaps short span structures
in the future,
Coatinuoua prestressed spans frequently have depth to span
ratios of the order of 1 to 30 for prismatic member and as
little as 1 to 80 for minimum depth of members having variable
depths. The greater rigidity of continuous prestressed members
2
also results in leas vibration from moving or altering loads.
Continuous prestressed concrete structures are more rigid
and for this reason shallower members can be used on long spans
without incurring any excessive deflection. The over-all
structural stability and resistance to longitudinal and lateral
loads is normally improved through the introduction of continuity*
"In prestressed concrete » the same cable for positive
moment is bent over to the other side to resist the
negative moment, with no loss of overlapping. In
addition, continuity in prestressed concrete saves
end anchorages otherwise required over the intermediate
supports, thus resulting in further economy and
convenience. Owing to the variation of moment along
the beam, the concrete section and aawunt of steel
can be varied accordingly. The peaks of negative
moments can be reinforced with nonprestressed steel,
thus reducing the amount of prestressing steel, "3
In continuo\i8 prestressed concrete beams, the moments
induced by the prestressing force at any section depends on
the eccentricity of prestressing cable and magnitude of
secondary moment at that section. The line of center of
compressive forces, called the line of pressure or C~line,
usually lies above or below the profile of the centroid of
the cable and has the same general shape. The reason for this
is that the tension in the cable creates elastic deformations
which are resisted by the restraint at the supports, f
2, "Prestressed Concrete Design and Construction", J, R, Libby,
The Ronald Press Company, Hew York, 1961 » p. 171,
3. "Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures", T. T, Lin,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1955, p. 286.
WOBLEMS WE TO CONTimJITI
Continuity cr«at«s some probl«ns in design and construction
of pr«atr«8s«d concrete strurturos* Continuous structurea are
neressarily indotorminate structures. The additional complin
eations vhieh result from the use of indeiorainate prestressod
concrete structures vould be unfamiliar and unliked by
contractors, Tlie layout of continuous presiressed concrete
beams inTolves many practical difficulties such as adjusting
the shape of tendon trajectory, stressing and threading of
tendons, grouting the cable hose etc# Moreover, the econosqr
MjAiieved through the use of continuous construction is
significant for long span structures only, but it is not as
•ignifieaat for moderate spans or small spans*
fhere is a large variation in prestressing force due to
friction between the cable and sheath during prestressing,
vhich results in loss of prestress. This loss is very serious
in longer and highly curved cables* Although such loss can be
minimized by using relatively straight cables in haunched
beams or by providing overtensioning*^
Zt is easier to achieve continuity in east->in->place
construction, but continuity in preeasi construction involves
the difficulty of stressing and pissing cap cables vhich would
require large number of anchorage devices* lioreover, handling
and transporting long precast beams is inconvenient and involves
a certain possibility of damage* In such cases the precast
beans are made of smaller convenient length equal to the length
4* '^Presiressed CouTote", GKistov Magnel, Concrete Publications
Liciited, 14 Dar'teiouth Street, Westminster, S*?*, London
of span and then continuity is achieved during construction*
Secondary stresses are of primary importance in the
analysis of continuous prestressed concrete beams. Secondary
stresses due to prestressing could be serious if they are not
properly controlled or allowed in the design. The problems
of secondary moments and frictional losses are considerably
important, hence they are discussed under separate headings*
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SECONDAMf MOUniTS IN CONTINUOUS BEAMS
In design of continuous prestressed concret* btaws,
th«
moments induced by prestressing force are called
secondary
moments. The moments given by the ec entrieity of
prestressing
force ore called x>rimary moments*
The magnitude and nature of secondary moments can be
illustrated by considering two span continuous prismatic
bea»
as shown in Pig. 1. The beam is prestressed with
straight
tendon which has a forr-e F and eerentricity e. «ien the
besa
shown in Pig, 1(a) is prestressed, it bends upwards. The
bending
of the beam would tend to lift the beaa at all points
except
at the end supports. In this condition, the beam would tend
to deflect away from the rentrol support by the omountt
P.e><21)" l*S*i^ (1)
where, P denotes the effe-tive prestressing force, e the
eccentricity of prestressing force, 1 the length of each
span, S the modulus of elasticity for concrete, and I the
MDont of inertia of the section.
In order to keep the beam in rontaet with the middle
s«9port, a reaction force acting downward must be exerted on
the beaa to hold it in place, as shown in Pig, 1(d), The
defle<-tion at the center due to induced downward reaction Bj, ist
m %{2l)^ m ^ ;.(2)
48EI G£I
The deflections given by E<i,(l) and (2) should be equal
in magnitude and opposite in direction, ilquating Eg,(l) and
(2) yieldsi
j/fK-
(a) Be<?m Elevation
aL
(b) Bending of Benrr Under Prestress, If Not Held
by Middle Support
-£
(c) Primary Moment due to Prestress and Eccentricity
P
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(d) Reactions Exerted to Hold Beam in Place
Pig.l. MALISIS OF SECONDARY MOMENTS ;
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(e) Secondary Moment Diagr.^m due to Downifard Reaction \
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(f) Resulting Moment Diagram
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(g) Deviption of C-line from C.G.S.line
Pig.l. ANALYSIS OP SECONDARY MOMENTS(Cont
• d)
«b ^»^ ••.. (3)
This reaction B|, produces upvard reactions at the end supports^
ilie Sim of which should be equal to the dovnvard force applied
ftt -ttie middle support. Thus, in continuous beam prestrossing
forre induces rea<*tiotts» These reactions produce momenta
vhich are railed secondary roomonts, as shown in Fig* 1(e),
To resist these moments^ the pressure line must move to a
distance j^ from the center of gravity of steel as shown in
Ilg, 1(f) f such that the internal resisting moment will be
equal to the external moment. It follows that
a = M/P
in which, ^ denotes vertical distance between the pressure
line and the c*g»s, line and U is the secondary moment at
the sertion under consideration.
In this example, secondary moments Eire positive &n&
are favorable at the middle support because ^ey shotild
be deducted from the negative bending moments due to the
loads. However, they are unfavorable at midspon because
they should be added to the positive bending noaent due to
tlie loads.
It is noted from the previous exiuaple that one of the
effects of prestressing is the creation of secondary reaction
vhich cause linear moment diagraa shown in Fig* 1(e), The
combination of the moment diagrams shown in Fig, 1(e) and
1(e) results in an actual moment shown in Flg» 1(f), This
shows the nature of secondary moments*
Th« secondary moments are not negligible. Their .
magnitude and sign depend on the position of the cable. The
secondary moment make the design and analysis of continuous
preatreased concrete beams complex. Its complexity increases
with the increase of number of redundants in indeterminate
structures
•
In most area of structural design, the term secondary
Moment denotes undesirable moments. However, in the design
of continuous prestressed concrete beams, secondary moments
are not always undesirable and can be very helpful as explained
in previous discussion.
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fWCTIONAL LOSSES .
Frictional resistance is devoloped b«itreen ifet eafel* imd
the concrete vhen prestressing cables are tensioned. This
produce* a loss of proetrfess. The frictional force^/R and
the loss of prestross dP/dx in an infinitesimal length dx are
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. Thus, they can
be equated as follovst
:« - ^
or dP Tii^
p = / 11
here, u denotes the eoefficent of friction, R the radlue of
curvature of tendon and d©» dx/B. is the angle subtended at
the center of curvature of length dx.
Substitution of dx/R by de in the above equation yleldst
dg - yudo ..•. (4)
At the tine of prcstressing, the awignitude of initial
prestressin^ force is Fl. After the loss of prestress, the
effective prestrossing force becomes equfl to P. The effective
prestressin*? forco, P, Is the active force throughout tho
life time of sructuro, P will always be smaller then ?i.
Integrating Eq.(4) between these limits yioldst
fl^ ^o
^ -/^^
or r ar"^ - Pi.e ~^io (r.)
Tho frictional losses mentioned above depend on the
followino: factorsi*^
5, "'"lontinuous Prestressed' Concrete Beams"! Fritz Leonhnrdt,
ACI Procoedia; 3, 1952, vol, 43, p, 45-34.
u(1) Friction coefficent between the prestrecsing cable and the
cable channel. This depends on: (a) eurface properties such
as rust formation on the cable or sheathing prior to preatresa-
ing, (b) tightness of the cable casings against penetration of
mortar when concreting, (c) pressure of prestressing cables
against the casings, and (d) hardness difference between the
prestressing steel and its casing*
(2) Pressure created by the normal reaction due to change of
angle of prestressing imits.
(3) In multiple prestressing units which are not prestressed
simultaneously, the bending of prestressed and unpreetressed
wires.
(4) Deviation of the channels from the required position.
Prictional forces can be ninimized by applying initial
prestressing force greater than that required and then reducing
the force to the required tension before anchoring the wirea.
Proper measures for reducing the friction without disturbing
the bond between the concrete and the cables include the use
of (a) sliding provisions in the cable channels, (b) concentrating
the prestressing steel in a few cables and arranging the cables
in horizontal layers, instead of circular arrangement, (c)
using the straight prestressing cables, and (d) changing cross
section of girder such that girder* s center of gravity line
occupies desirable position with respect to axis of prestressing
cable*
uA5ALYSIS OP COITINTJOtlS BEAMS BY ELASTIC THEORY
In the analysis and design of continuous prestressed
concrete beams the following assumptions are generally aadet^
(1) The concrete acts as an elastic material within the range
of stresses permitted in the design,
(2) Plain sections remain plain after bending.
(3) The effects of each cause of moments can be calculated
independently and superimposed to attain the result of the
combined effect of the several causes
•
(4) The effect of friction on prestressing force is negligible.
But where it is appreciable, it should be taken into account.
(5) The same tendons run through the entire length of the
member.
(6) The eccentricity of prestressing force is small in
comparison with the span and hence, the horizontal component
of the prestressing force can be considered uniform throughout
the length of the member. "
(7) Axial deformation of the member is assumed to take place
without restraint.
"Tests on continuous prestressed concrete beamshave shown that the elastic theory can be applied with
accuracy within the working range. Since there islittle or no tensile stress in the beam under workingloads, there are no cracks, and the beam behaves as ahomogenuous elastic material, more so than an ordinary
reinforced-concrete beaa which usually is cracked in
certain portions. "3
Several methods are available for the analysis of continuous
prestressed concrete beams. However, the selection of a
particular method is determined by the designer for the problea
13
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Tinder consideration. The moment distribution method is
considered the easiest method for analysing prismatic beaae,
For nonprismatic beams, theorm of three moments or conjugate
beam method can be used*
The usage of moment distribution requires to convert the
end eccentricities, curvature, and abrupt changes In slope of
prestressing tendons into equivalent end moments, equivalent
xmiform and equivalent concentrated loads. The fixed end
moment resulting from the equivalent loads are distributed
according to usual procedure of moment diatribution. In
general, equivalent loads for parabolic tendons are uniform
loads and equivalent loads for straight slope tendons are
concentrated loads*
The following are the important features in the analysis
of continuous prestressed concrete beams j (a) secondary
moments, (b) moment at continuous support, (c) equivalent
loading, (d) linear transformation and concordancy of cables,
(e) location of cable, and (f) location of pressure line. The
nature and behaviour of secondary monients have been discussed
previously. The other featiires will be discussed in the
following headings.
METHOD OP EQUIYALENT LOADIlft ,
i|g« 3(a) ahowB » iw span rontinuous b«a« preatreos^d
by » paraboli<> tondon having an e^eentririty, ©i, at each
aupport* Th» tendons deflert downward parabolically botirewi
supports through a total rertirol displa^f»ent equat to •t*
From the gooaetry of parabola, the tangent to tho parabolic
tendon at the support is equal tot
SlOfO the -urvatures are asstwied to be small
»
tsta e n. sin e « e
The vertical component of prestressing for^^e at eanh end of
ea<*h span isi
Tg » P sin o » F tan 9 « i.£l*i ,,, (7)
Iherefore, the total vortical conponent of the prestressiag
force «hi(*h arts on oarh span is equal to twiee the force which
acts at each end and the equivr-lont uniform load isi
» s 8 F.e^ (8)
fhe vertical ronponents of proatressing force vhieh occur
at the supports do not ^ause aoaenis in the beao but pass
dire-tly through -ttie supports and for this reason "Uiese forces
are disregarded in the equivalent loading* The horiaont«l
c(@ponent of the prestresslng force is eccentric by an amount
equal to •, at each end of the beam and the equivalent loading
must therefore include sod aoaents equal to P.Oj^. 2ho equivalent
loading is shovu in Fig*. 3(b)*
( !
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(a) Elevation of Beam
/
/ \ir :r kih\
'H
/ .2
, . , / • J ,
i
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\
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(b) Equivalent Loading for parabolic tendon
(c) e, for Parabolic Tendon -with Different End Elevation
Prestressing Tendon
(d) Equivalent Load for Straight Tendon
Fig. 3. METHOD OP EQUIVALENT LOAD
Wh#ii1h« currsturo is not -tiniform ovor the entire span or
hen curres end on different elevations, the Talue of e. to be
used in Eq« (8) is the vertical distance at the center of span
1 froa the curve to the chord vhich connects the ends of the
curve as shown in Fig. 3(c)
•
"It is usuplly sufficiently fccurpte to assure ftll
curves are parabolic even though they raay be
circular or of other shnpe. SiBce the eccentricity
is normally small in comparison to the span, the
error vhich is introducod by this assumption is
small, "2
Pig, 3(d) shows a two span continuous beam prestressed by
tendons having straight slopes and having different eccentricities
at different levels. The equivalent vertical load, Vp, result-
ing from an abrupt change in slope of the tendons is computed
as followst
V at P.sine « tane •«.. «(7)
The value of tone is determined by the dimensions of the tendon
trajectory as shown in Fig, 3(d)»
tanOm s Om at e-, ^ On
w. . ©it© ©o + • ."':.
5r^- + rrx .......(9)
"1
'•I *1
Substitution of tano in Eq, (7) yieldsi
Cj^ ^ e e^+ e)
In the sarae way, expression for equivalent load Y„* ean be
computed from the geometry of the fif-ure as follows!
where, Vp denotes the «|uiTalent eoneentrated load in the
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span AB,Vj,' the equivalent concentrated load in the span BC,
e^ the eccentricity of cable at exterior and in span AB, e
the eccentricity of cable at angular bend in span AB, 62 the
eccentricity of cable in span KJ at the extreme right end.
As an illustration, two problems showing the method of
equivalent loading, computation of final moments at oontiDUOU*
support and position of pressure line will be treated.
Problem I t
Compute the moments due to prestressing by using the equivalent
loading method and show the location of pressure line for the
prismatic beam shown in Pig. 4(a). Prestressing force is
equal to 400 kips.
Solutioni
ScLuivalent uniform load w iai
""*
w - 8P.e^ (3)
1
The value of e. to be substituted in Bq.(8) for parabolic tendon
having different end elevation ist
e+ 0.60 + 0.40 •»• 1.0 « 1.30
,
^
Substitution of e^ in Bq.(8) yields
i
w :s 8.400.(1.30) « 0.416 k/ft.
(100)^
The fixed end moments due to this uniform load aret
mTh " - w.l^ « -0.416 x(lOO)^ « -346.66 k-ft.AB
-yj
^RA * •»• w.l^ « 4 346,66 k-ft.
TST" "-T" -V
mL - - w.l^ m - 346.66 k-ft.
Mqjj » + w.l^ a + 346,66 k-ft.
( a) Eleva-tion of Bean-am
w — 0. 416 k/f-b.
J . I .
'
, i .
R R ^
c
^'
:
1
: /
(b) Equivplent Lon,din,CT
(c) Final Jvoment Diaj^ram
(d) Location of Pressure Line
Fig. 4. ANALYSIS OF PARjVBOLIC TENDON
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Overhang raoiaents due to end eccentricities:
M^« -0,40 X 400 - -ICO. 00 k-ft.
My= +9,40 X 400 = +160.00 k-ft.
The moment distribution yields the momenta shown in ?ig,
4(c). The resulting moment at the support B is 440.0 k-ft.
The eccentricity of pressure line at the support B isi
e = 440 = 1.10 ft.
40(5
This shows that the pressure line is 1.1 ft. above the
center of gravity of concrete, in other words, the pressure
line is shown in yig. 5(e).
The moment M^ as computed by moment distribution can be
checked by using the thecrm of three niomentaj
Mj^.l-j^ + 2M^ (1^+ Ig) + il^j.lg =
-(llH + Z:}2) (14)
here, w = S.416 and l-j^ = 1^ = 100 ft.
Substitution cf value of w, 1, and Ip in iq. (14) yields:
M^^4Mj,4.Mq = -2 ( Q-416 X 100| ^^^j
Substitution of value: for Uj^ and ^-q as found from end
eccentricities, in Ecl.(15) yields:
4^3 = -2080 - 2(160) = -1760
or' % = - 440.0 k-ft.
The actual moment at the center of the speun An as shown
in jrig.4(o), is 220 k-ft. The eccentricity of pressure line
at the center of span AB ioj
e = 220 = 0.53 ft.
W5
ao
In othtr vordi, the pressure line Is (0.60-0,55) 0.05 ft. above
the c.p.s. tine Rt the center of span AB. The eaaie displacement
of 0,06 ft* can be explained asi
50 X 0.10 1 0.05 ft.
—f66
by using the linear transformation which vill be discussed later
on ptige 22.
Problem 2i
Compute the moments due to prestressing for the prismatic bes«
as shotirn in Fig.5(a)» by ?T>'^1vtng the nethod of equivalent loedt
end shoir the locntion of pressure Itre for P GOO kips,
•olutiont
Tho eouivnlent concentrated loads are obtained by apiJLyini: Eq»
(10) and F.q.dl), Equivalent concentrated load for span AB, Vp' , ist
V^ 800. (^i*^ + ^'°'^^/'"° )
m S0Q(3,80V - 44.0 kip»
.....
Similarly, ©ouivrlent concentrated load for span BC, tp*, isi
V„«- V {Ojm±SL * 0.G0+ 0.30)
' 50 50
• 600 X (2.2) m 2G,4 kips
50 V - '\'
.,
Fixed end moments are given byi
1-- (100)^ = ^^"- .:\
,
M^gj, . ( 26.4) X 50 X (50)" « - 330,0 fc-ft.
(100)'
VF^^ s ^^0.4) X 50 X (GO)^ - 330.0 k-ft.
(100)^
"7"
a
(a) Elevation of Bbam
i 44.0k. 26.4k.
(b) Equivalent Load Diagram
"•R
A , ,; ' • '^ ' • i-J •
668 k-ft.
658 326
(c) Pinal Moment Diagram
-C-Line
(d) Location of Pressure Line
PIG. 5. ANALYSIS OP STRAIGHT TENDON
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The moment distribution yields the moments as shown in Pig. 5
(d). The moment at point D end E, as shoT/n in Pig. 5(c) are:
at Dj 658.0 k-ft.
at B« 326.0 k-ft.
The eccentricity of pressure line at support B iej
• «= 668 « 1.115 ft.
Therefore, the displacement of pressure line at B from
o.g.s. line ist
1.113-0.60 - 0.513 ft.
The eccentricity of pressure line at point D ist
e » 655 » 1.09 ft.
Therefore, the displacement of pressure line at D and E,
with respect to c.g.s. line ist
at Di 1.40 - 1.09 = 0.31 ft.
at El 0.80 - 0.543 « 0.257 ft.
The eccentricities at point B, 1) and £ are shown in Fig. $
(d).
LISEAE TIIAIISFORUATION AND COH'TOn;)ANCT OP CABLES
fh«n th« position of «*»g,5» line or of (Vline is moved
over tho intorior supports of a -ontinuous bean without
flMpgioe th« gon«ral sbap« of th« line vitbin the individual
l^ifgU IkB line is said to be iiucorly transformed, Th« i>osition
of th« p»OtB, lino is movea only over the interior supports and
net at toe ends of the beam. In fart, a lino ran still b«
railed linearly transfor^iu . ^i ^.t is aovsd at the ends. But
for desiitn purposes, linefxr trunt formation wi-tibiout altering the
position of r,g,s, line at end supports is more useful*
th« C-lin© resulting from prestreasing a '^ontina^ua b«Mi
ii « linearly tranaforsed linr f^oa the e.g.s. line. In other
vords, in prestressing a continuous beua, the C^lina gets ..
deviated froia e.g.s. line. This is du« to the fat that
secondary soaents produ^d the deviation* This deviation .^
betveen the tvo lines varies linearly botwoon any two ronserutive
points* Anoth-'r point is th&t, in a 'continuous boam, lixiear
iransfomation of any tendon ^an be made vithout rhaoging the
lorati<m of C—line* Tliis means that linear transformation of
(**8*s« line does not affect toe stresses in the '^onerete sinra
the Celine remoins unrhangad* Shis shows toat C-line is
independent of toe e^^rentririty of ^•g*a lino* This oan be
explained by an illustrative problem*
yrpblofi^ 3t.
A prestressed ^on-^rete beam id eontinuous over tvo spans vith
two linearly triinsforael '^•g^s* lines as shown in 9ig*6* Show
toat these r«g*B* lines give toe same Celine* Frestresaiag for^o
24
is equal to 400 kips*
Fig. 6. LINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF C.G.S. LINE ^^
'
Solution t
If it "an be proved that equivalent loading due to the first
«»»g*8» line on oarh spaa is equal to "ttxe equivalent loading
due to tlie se^'ond '••^•s* line on the rospe*»tivc spans, then
the <Vlin*» for both -.pr.s. lines is the srine. With this in
»indf equivalent loads rvre «>omputed for eaeh raset Due to
illO first •^•8«C* Tinei
Span aBi- Equivalent "onpentrated load is given byi
j?* s F I e* - e^« - erj- e»). ••,« ••••.,.,,(11)
- 400(0.8-0^2 - 0.2»0.3)
25 25
S '100 X 1.6 • 25.6 kips.
36
Span Br»-. Equivalent uniform load is piven IjriV ^^••t (3)
r 8 X 400 x(1.25) « 1.6 k/ft.
602
Sue to the se-'ond "•g.s, llnot
Span AB|« iSquiTal«nt ••on^entrated load Is given byi
^^" ^ fill 4- l^JLl"^ UO)
• 400 (0.2h^.3 + 0.aM3>3 )
25 25
» 4gftjUtg) - 25.6 icip3
Span Bri- Equiralent uniform load is ,<^ivon byi
w B 8 X 400 X (1,25) - 1,6 k/ft,
I^roa tii4 above roaputationsy it is noted that the
rorrosponding equivalent loads on ©a^h span is the same
for the first and the second ff.g^s, line, henre it is proved
that the C-lia# is tbs ti«# for two linearly transformed <»»g»s»
lines
•
the principle of linear tranformation is equally applicable
to '•on<»ordant or non^-on'^ordant cables* This principle is parti«>^
rolarly useful in designing "ontinuotts beaas vhen it aay be
desirable to adjust the lo'^ation of tendon in order to provide
•ore proteetive ^^over over the prestressing tendons without
altering the lo'-ation of pressure line*
In continuous beem^ if the C-line noinrides with e*g*s« lino,
r.g.s* line is said to be conrordant cable* If the C-line does
net coia'*ide with i**s*s* line, it is said to be nonroriiant cable*
Conrordant ^^able does not produ'^e se^'ondory moments* In a
continuous bean external reactions will usually be induced by
jprestrossing* These roa-^tions produce ao'^ondary monents which
shift C-line from '**g*s« line* In this 'condition, ^^able is
called nonooncordant cable. It is possible that by chance or
piirpose, no reactions are induced in continuous beam in which
case seconaary moment does not exist and hence the cable is
concordant. A concordant cable, while prestressed, tends to
produce no deflection of team over the supports hence no reactions
will be induced. The C-line due to nreatressing is itself a line
linearly transformed from c.g.s. line* A concoi'dant cable
beiiifi easier in computation is prcfi^rable, but in practice,
concordant cable is not found so frequently, unless desired
specifically. The use of concordant or nonooncordant oabl«
depends on the practical situation. The real ohoce of a
location of c.g.s. line depends on the production of desirable
C-line and satisfying the corresponding practical requirement
and not on concordancy or nonconcordancy of cable. If the
location of concordant cable ffclle outside the beam it can
be linearly transformed to give a more practical location.
In continuous beam, final moment diagram, while plotted
to suitable scale, is one location for concordant cable in that
beam, provided that the beam is applied witL constant preetreaa.
From final moment diagram, any number of concordant cable can
be found as proportional to final moment diagram and one most
suitable concordant cable la selected. Combination of two or
more concordant cables will result in another concordant cable
by applying the principle of superimposition but the combination
of concordant cable with nonooncordant cable will resiat in
nonooncordant cable.
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Por any particular beam, the specific shape of the cable
between two supports will result in specific pressure line for
each condition of eccentricity at end supports. Alternation
of eccentricity at one or both end supports or changing the
basic shape of the trajectory between supports will shift
the location of pressure line. Alternation of eccentricity
of cable trajectory at interior supports will not affect the
location of pressure line, if the eccentricities at the ends
of beam are not changed and general shape of the trajectory
is not changed.
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/ ^ ANALYSIS OP CONTINUOUS BEAMS BT CONJUGATE BEAU K5TH0D
A typical problora of th« beam subjected to Tariabl* raoroents
of intoria is analysed by usiilkg conjugate bean method.
Problem 4i
Compute the moments due to pre stressing for the beam shown in
Pig* 7(a) and show the location of pressure line. Relatire
moments of interia is 1,0 for outermost 75 ft» of each span
and 1.25 for the middle 50,0 ft. The center of gravity of the
fiction is a straight line. Presiressing force is equal to
1000 kips.
Solutioni
The m/I diagraa due to cccentricies of prestressing force, the
ftSOUBOd Mt diagram due to secondary moments, and corresponding
M./1 dlagrai} ar« aboid ia Pig. 7(b), (c), (f) and (c)» Here,
insterid of finding equivalent loads, the aim is kept towards
finding tho secondnry moments by using the conjurrate beam method.
The defleciion at the middle support of the beam, due to the
primary momotot and secondary moment should be equal and opposite*
The moment at the center of the bean AC, loaded by m/I diagraa
aild M./I diagram, vill be computed by conjugate beam method,
(1) The upvard deflection due to Pe/l s M/I diagram is Sp^i
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Dimensions
(1) -700 X 60/2
(2) -212 X 15
(3) -m X 15/2
(!;) -170 X 6.5/2
(5) fi^BO X 185/2
Ar^a
-21000,0
- 31^0.0
- 3660.0
- 552.5
+. l^liO.O
-23952.0
Distance of CO. Moments
from B in
in ft. k-ft.
60.0 -1260000.0
32.5 - 103500.0
35.0 - 128200.0
22.8 - 12600.0
6,16 ^. 27250.0
-11^.77050.0
The reaction R and R of conjugate beam are of opposite
sign from the sign of loading. This shows:
\ > 23952.0 kips
or Mg - 23952 X 100 - ll|77050
. 9l8l50.0 k-ft.
By properties of conjugate beam, the moment at B is equal
to deflection at B. This yields:
S
P« s 918150.0 k-ft (12)
(2) The downward deflection due to M^^/l diagram is «i^^jK
Dimensions Area Distance of CO.
from B
in ft.
Moments
in
k-ft.
(1) 0.75 M^ X 75/2 28.2 50 11^20.00
(2) 0.60 % X 2^ 15.0 12.5 187.50
(3) 0.20 M^ X 25/2 2.5 8.33 20.82
1+5.7 Mb
The reaction of conjugate beam ist
Ha s He = -^''•'^ **b
Taking moment about B for conjugate beam,
Mb « -Ii5.7 Mb X 100 - 1628.32 M^
1628,32 Mb
(a) Elevation
600 k.-ft,
700 700
(b) Primary Moment Diagram
480
(c) M/I Diagram from (b)
(d) Magnified Sketch for Span AB
Fig- 7. CONTIA^OUS BEiUi WITH VARIABLE I
M^= 313.0 k-ft.
(e) Second-^ ry Moment Diagram (M, )
0.8M
(f) M, /I Diagram from (e)
.%.'. .-^
913 k-ft.
512 V^^512
(g) Final Moment Diagram
C-Line
c.g.s- Line
(h) Location of Pressure Line
Fig. 7. CONTIi\UOaS iJEiV}.; .'ITH VAiUABLE I (Cont'd)
y'L
•T mm -2942 Mb
Therefore, dovnvftrd deflection at B, due to secondary
moment Ub ist
%% • 2942 Mb (13)
Equating Eq, (12) and (13) yieldsi
918150 s 2942 tfb '
•» Mb « ^^^'^ k-ft.
The ordinates of moment diagram at varioua points cm ^
found by refering Pig. 7(b), (c), and (g). The ordinate of
moment dia^'ram at point G. 25* away from B is found by calcul-
ating eome distances as follows:
600 PB
,W) * 40-FB
mw FB s IS* 5 ft,
mt PP « DB - FB - 40-18,5 21.5 ft.
TXJ a T>B - GB » 40-25.0 « ID.O ft.
GP - DP - IXJ « 21,5 -15,0 6.5 ft.
The moment at G ist
GH m ^ 3j 700 - 212.0 k-ft.21.5
The aoment at B. aa shovn in Pig. 7(b) is|
0.60 X 100 a 600.0 k-ft.
Corresponding aoaents in M/I diafrmn, in Fig. 7(c) erei
at Bt
«^g - 480.0 k-ft.
"* ^* f^C S 170.0 k-ft.
The moments in secondary moment dia<;^reMt
at Bi U^
at Gi 7 5 „
,100 ^
Prom PIr. 7(b)
prlranry noinent at B| 0,00x1000 « 600,0 k-ft,
priraery moment at Dt 0,70x1000 •• 700.0 k^ft.
Once the value of secondary moment, M^, is found out, the
resulting mpraont is the superimimsition of Pig. 7(b) and Pig. 7
(f).
The resulting moment at B and D arei
at Bi 600 • 313 s 913 k-ft.
at Di 600 - 0.60x313 « 512,2 k-ft.
The eccentricity of pressure line at B and at Uf duo td
resulting moment at B and D isi
eccentricity at Bt e - 913 - 0,913 ft,
eccentricity at Di • « 515 m (s rio f*
1000 ^'^^ •
Therefore, displacement of C-line from c.g.s, line, at B, Isi
0,913 - 0.60 « 0.313 ft,
and, displacement of C-line from c.g.s. line, at D, isi
0,70 - 0.512 s 0,188 ft.
It is interesting to note that if tho cable shoi»n in Pig. f
(a) vore linearly transformed in such a raannor that eccentricity
were zero at B and accordingly, eccentricity at A were (0,70 ••
0.60 X 60 ) a 1,06 ft, at 60 ft. Trora A, the primary moment
loo
eorarmted by the conJu<?R*e beam method would be equal to actual
moment.
/ DESIGN OP CONTINTJOUS BEAMS
D«8igning,a continuous beam Is os.';entially a procedure of
trial and error* The following steps are aH design guidei
(1) Assune the section and compute dead load motnents*
(2) Coiapute the raaxinnim and minimum mordent due to given liT*
load for various combination of dead load and live load«
(3) From the momeatsy eompute the prest'reeting force, by
priliminary design formula P - T , where M« is total
0,G5 h *
moment and b is the height of section. This prestreas force
will be ma guide to proceed for the design*
(4) Plot the top and bottom kern line limits, by taking dlitelili
from center line as T"^/y^, and r /y^ for top and bottom respect-
ively. The kern limit is the zone where, if the pressure line
fells, results in no tension, r is the radius of gyration and
y*f yb are the distances from center of section to top and ^
bottom fibers*
(5) With these moments and prestrossing force, plot ar. s \t
due to girder moment only, from top aad bottom kern line. ^
Plot a jjj^ - Jnax with the help of \^j^ from the top kexm
limits. Plot 0.^^^ - ^min with M . from bottom kern line#
F
,
M . is the algibrically smallest moment* The ordinate of a. *mim
.
lain,
^max*
^^^
'Nj should be plotted upwards for ne^ntive moment and
downward for positive moment. The area covered by these lines
will be the zone of trial location of c.g.s. and location of
pressure line <\ue to prestreas. In the trinl c«<7«s. zone,
locate the prestresslng cable and find the equivalent loading
du« to preatressing force and check the stresses for the allowable
Units
,
A tjrpical de»l?m problem of a continuous prostressed concrete
beaa subjected to vsrioble moments of inertia is diecueeed here,
Deslprn a prestress continuous beam with two spans. Each span
is 80* with straight haunch as shown in Pig. 8(a). The beora is
designed for the design live load of 80 psf. Design the besa
showing the locntion of cable and pressure line. Ultimate unit
stress in concrete is 5000 psi.
Solution:
To atnrt with, the depth of section is taken 14" from the end
to the center of the span and then increasing by 14" at inter-
oediate support. The width of beam is assumed as 12 inches. As
the loading condition for bridge is varying, the bean is designed
for girder BoiBeni» aaxiroum moment for both spans loaded, and
minimum moment for only one span loaded.
TImi fixed end oomentB for nonpristnatic beam are calculated
by using "Handbook of Frame Constants" (PCA Publication).
a. s retio of length of haunch at A to the length of span 3
ajj s fntid of length of haunch at B to the length of span s 0.5
r. - h^ -hp for rectangular section at end A • 0»0
»n » h^ -h« for rectangular section at end B ^LO
-T7—
whore, h., h«, h^, is the aeph of member at end A,B and at minimum
section respectively. With these dinensions, entering the table
%•
^^
No. 52, page 22, the values of fixed end moments ^are like thist
M^^g =0.0597 w.L^i M^3^ = 0.1390 w.L^ (Uniform load)
^kB "" 0*0055 Wg .L^ M^g^ = 0.0321 ',7g.L^( Straight Ha-onch Load)
M^^g = 0.0788 P.Li M |i4 = 0.2371 P.L, (Concentrated load)
w -Weight of straight portion of beam = 14 .150 = 0.175 kaf.
Wg-Weight of straight haunch per lin. ft. at end B = 14 .150
= 0.175 ksf.
w-Unifonnly distributed live load = 80 psf. = 0.08 '*''
Fixed end moments due to straight portion of the beaaj
m'^ = 0.0597 X 0.175 x 6400 = 66.8 k-ft.
M^g^ = 0.1390 X 0.175 x 6400 =» 156.0 k-ft. .
.
Fixed end moKents due to straight haunch of beam;
ll^,n= 0.0033 X 0.175 X 6400 = 3.72 k-ft. -• .^"v*^Ad ' *•*
11^3^= 0.0321 X 0,175 X 6400 « 35.8 k-ft, ''-^-^ "" '
.
,
Fixed end moments due to live loadj /
.
; s
Mjg= 0.0597 X 0.08 X 6400 = 35.8 k-ft.
BA= 0.2371 X 0.08 x 6400 = 71.0 k-ft. . ,
"
Total dead load fixed end moments aret
M^^= 66,8 - 3.72 =-- 70.52 k-ft.
M 3^= 156 - 35.8 « 191.8 k-ft.
Total live load fixed end moments arei ; '
M^^^2= 70.52 - 30.6 = 101.12 k-ft.
M^3^= 191.8 - 71.0 » 262.8 k-ft.
Prom Table 52, carry over factors and stiffness factors aret
C^= 0.948, C^= 0.385, K^» 4.99, Kg^" 12.88
Ae there is syniaetry of the structure, there is no need to find
relative etiffn^es factors and distribution factors at B are jttjf
The fixed end moments at B, due to girder load, due to live load
on both spanB and live load on one apan only, as calculated by
moment distribution, are 259t 358 and 308 k-ft,, respectively.
Moments due to freely supported action will constitute the
moment due to straight portion and haunch.
Straight portioni M^^ « 7x - 0.0875 x^
Mj^Q- 70-8,75 « 61.25 k-ft.
Hatrnch portioni R. = 40 x 0.175 x 10 « 0x466 kip. =
* 2 X 3 X 100
- S'lo' ^^:^
Men" 23.30 - 10 X 0.0436 x 10 « 22.57
Ut-n" 27.96 - 20 X 0.0675 x 20 « 22.1360 —
—
J-
X
•
'ir^^» 32.62 - 30 X 0.1314 x 30 « 12,92
?r««ly supported moment due to live loadi
'
'
• w « 0.08 k/ft.j w.L « 6.4 k.
||^« 3.2 X -0.04 x^
®10" 32 - 4 • 28,0 k-ft.
«40" ^^'^ ^"^^^
The actual moment on the beam due to dead load, and two live
load conditions are shown in the fig. 8.
The prestressing force is found by applying the thumb rule
formula, to start with, in the design.
0.6^ h ^^^'
Design L.L. 30 psf.
40'
orv 1
— Afl'
-J*
40'
op. t
p-
-+-
1
40' —
( n) Elevation
f^l2"-
Cross-section
(b) Freely Supported Loment of Straight Portion
(c) ?.reely Supported Moment of Straight Haunch
(d) Total Freely Su^jported Moment Due to Dead Load
?ig. 8. CGNTINUCUS BEAM V/ITII VARIABLE MOMENTS OF INERTIA
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(i) Fixed End lloraent Due to Live Load on Span A3 0-:ily
*
,
-^.^^
CD
•„—
-
—
r
^
—
\ P^\. r—
;^ ~ o C\ o ^>^
nn \r\
-T m ^\X [>- C\J\vo UP
' iH 0\
^
(j) Actual Moment Under Dead Load
(k) Actual Moment Due to Live Load on Both Spans
^^
vo
^--'''^ LO o r-TN \s\
^"^ CC^ CTn ^1 \
r-\ M ^
C\J \
oo
o
(1) Actual Moment Due to Live Load on Span AB Only
•ig.8. CONTINUOUS B^-lA^i 7;ITK VA'tlABL:^ MOkEkTS Oi? IX:- vTIA( Cont ' d)
Pig. 9. LIMITING 20I;E FOR TRIAL C.G.S. LOCATION
••'1
T
<^n-n Ii'Op KBTIi 1.5'-'
j1
;l.i5"
-^n
ipttom kern /_c_.g.c
Pig. 10. LOCATIOIT OP C-LINE UKDER PINAL CO.NiJlTlOW
4U
where, P denotes the effective prestressing force, Mm *^« total
moment at the section under conAideration and h the height
of the section under consideration.
Substitution of value of M^ and h at section B yields
i
^ • g58 X 12 = 236.0 kips
0.65x28
While plotting trial c.g.s. location i.one this will give
oorreeponding ordinate of 338x12 « 13.2 inches, meae\ir«d
236
upward from bottom kern line. <rhen this ordinate is plotted
from bottom kern line, it will give the protective cover of
the cable at section B £ist
28 - 9-32 - 18.2 » 0.48 inch.
However, to comply with the requirement for minimum cover,
cable at section B in trial c.g.s. location, is kept 1.5 inches
below the top of beam. Take P « 240 kiiU. The corresponding
M{j/?jL, M^as/^ ^"^ \ix/^ ordinatea are computed as follows!
^ « -1.54, -2.28, -2.22, -2.02, 4-0.36, +3.04, +7.0, +11.9
'^max » -2.76, -4.25, -4.45, -3.42, -1.06, +2.8, +8.35, +15.4
F
J^in = -2.46, -3.64, -3.55, -2.20, +0.49, +4.65, +10.5, +17.9
Considering the loss of prcstress of 15 per cent, initial
prestressing force, P^, will be 240/0.85 « 282 kips. With the
help of above ordinates, trial c.g.s. /one ia plotted as shown
in Pig. 9. Prom Pig. 9
eccentricity of prestress at end of A » 1.5 inches
eccentricity of prestress at the center of span -5.5 inches
eccentricity of prestress at B = 11.5 inches or the relative
4-L
heicht from the center line at the center of span is 5*5 inches.
The cable is located with the triangular bend at the center
of span which indicates the equivalent load is point load.
Total angle change = ( 1.3 •• 5>5 + 5.5-3.5 ) « 16
Equivalent concentrated load, Vp, isj
V,, a 240 X 18 =9.0 kips
Fixed end moments due to this equivalent loading arei
**AB" 0.0788 X 0.08 x 80 = 56.60 k-ft.
*^BA" ^•25'7^ * ^'^^ X 80 » 171.0 k-ft.
The moment distribution yields the moment of 224.60 k-ft.
at Support B.
The effect of moment due to equivalent loading is to kaep
C»line above the center line, but the moment due to dead load
has reverse effect. As the moment due to dead load is morSf
final effect would be to deviate the C-line below c.g.o. line.
net moment under dead load « +224.60 -258.6 « 34.0 k-ft.
or eccentricity of C-line at B = 34.0 x 12 =1.7 inches
240
net moment at B under live load condition is
224.60 - 357.8 » -133.20 k-ft.
or eccentricity of C-line at B = 133.20 x 12 » 6.6 inchesm—
Here also, live load moment is more than equivalent load moment
»
hence its effect will be to shift the pressure line below c.g.c.
Checking of the design stresses will be in this pattemt
(1) Under initial condition with full prestress and no live load
(2) Under final condition after losses have taken place and
with full live load.
In the computations nbove, for finding the location of
triiil c.^»3« sone, ordinates due to naximum and minimun live
load condltiona were computed in terras of effective prestress,
which takoa place after losoee froc initial preatressing force.
In fftct, effective preetreaa is the preatresein^i force which
ia going to act for the life time of structure. However, for
checking etresses under initial condition, initial prestreesing
force should be used*
Section properties!
At Section Ai
Area of croua section , Ab 14 x 12 >» 168 sq.in*
Moment of inertia I « 27f>0«0 in"^
At section Bs
Area of cross section, a » 28 x 12 » 336*0 ^•la*
I = 22000.0 in^
(1) Stresses under initial condition at section B:
f a Pi :? Ft .e.y
A T"^
» 264 w 264x1.7x14
"556 22006
B
-0*785 T 0*286 ' * ;
m
-1071*0 psi, compression, at bottom
«
-499«0 psi, compression, at top
(2) Stresses imder final condition at section Bi .,. ,
-''
-
f «» P ¥ F.e.y
, ,
«=
-240 T 240x6. ro:14
«
-1725.0 psi, compression » -1725 psi, at bottom
a
-295.0 psi, tension « -295.0 pel, at top*
Allowable oomprasslTS and tensilA stroasdo ?rith respect
to the concrete of ultimate unit otre^a, f^* of 5000 psi, arei
compreBBive stroeeeB i •0»45 f«* 2250,0 psi.
tensile streaeee s 0*065 f*° '}2j»0 pei»
w
This indicates that atreaaee developed under live load and dead
load, vmile considering section B, are v/ithin the allowable
limits, honoe section B is G«K«
(1) Stresses under initial condition at center of spani
f « 264 ¥ 264 X 1*2 x 7
T^ ^ '^g750
a
-1.56 ^ 0,80 ;V
•
-2360 psi compreeaive, at top
a
-7C0 psi conprespiive, at bottom
The stress at top is little more but near to allowable • Althought
this stress is only for short period, i.e. only at the time of
transfer; under live load, the streaa will be under the allowable
limits.
(2) 3tr«s8t8 under live load at the center of epsjij
f = -•240 T 240x1.13x7
= -1.43 * 0.7
» -2130 psi compressive, at top
» -730 psi compressive, at bottom
stresses are within allowable limits, hence section is O.K.
Vow, the str«SB98 at the end A will be checked. As end A is
free, it will not have any type of moment due to loads, but
will have moment due to eccentricity of prestress.
(1) Stress 'under initial condition at end Ai
f "= 'iM, 2643a. 5x7Tm 27^6
«
-1,37 ¥ 0.84
=
-2410 pel, conpreasive at bottom
=
-750 pel, compreBaive at top
Stress at the bottom is little laore but near to allowable
limit, but ie only for very short period, so its effect
will not be predominant. Under final condition, the atresses
are within the allowable limits as shown below
t
(2) Strescee under final condition at end Ai
£ K "240 T 240x1.3x7
r. =
-1.43 7 0.765
••
-2195 pel, oompressive at bottom
»
-665 pal, oompressive at top.
^1 -«
•>>;
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CONCLUSIONS
Introduction of continuity in prestressed concrete beams
results in an increase of strength. Most engineers are under
the impression that continuous prestressed concrete structures
are extremely difficult to design and analyse, due to secondary
moments. One of the reasons is that many structural engineers
are unfamiliar with this new method of design and construction.
However, from this study, it was revealed that analysis of
continuous prestressed concrete beams is not particularly
complex and involves only the familiar principles used in the
analysis of ordinary statically indeteiminate structures*
Research on the performance of continuous prestressed
beams has revealed that the assumptions of elastic theory do
not introduce significant errors in normal applications.
Special attention should bo given if the cracking load of the
beam is exceeded and if the effect of friction during prestress-
ing is significajat*
Design of continuous prestressed concrete beams by concordant
cable is somewhat easier, because the C—line and c.g.s. line are
identical which results in less computations. It is often
desirable to start a design by assuming that the tendon trajectory
is concordant cable. The tendon location can then be linearly
transformed into nonconcordant cable*
V/ith the same prestressing force, the section of the
continuous prestressed concrete beam can be increased which
would result in an increase of eccentricity of the cable. This
will enable to balance the tensile stresses produced by applied
load*
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APPENDIX II - HOTAIIOHS
a- Vertical distance at any section between C-line and c*£«8.
Wlq" Ordinate due to girder moment, measiired frora kern limits,
a„„^- Ordinate due to maxim\im moment, meaeured from top kern.
max ' '^
a . - Ordinate due to niniaun moment, measured from bottom kern*
o»g»o •-Center of oomprepsive forcts or pressure line.
C-line-Center of compressive forces or pressure line.
o>g»8.-Contor of gravity of steel*
•
.V ; ' ' :
F^- Initial prestreatflag force.
P- Effective prestressing force. - 1?
f^'- Ultimate unit stress in concrete, generally at 28 days old*
K|^- Secondary moment at section B.
r- Radius of gyration.
R- Radius of curvature of cable,
Vj,- Equivalent concentrated load for straight tendon.
w» Ifulyalent uniform load for straigiit tendon.
y^jty^- ]jistance from center line of member to top or bottom fiber.
tt- Coefficent of friction.
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ABSTRACT
The basic Idea behind continuity in prestreBsed concrete
beams ia to achieve benefits in strength and economy. By
introducing continuity in prestreased concrete beams, the
load carrying capacity of a continuous beam is increased.
Secondary moments produced by a prestressing force take an
important role in the analysis of continuous preatressed concrete
beams. Continuity produces a decrease in moments and hence re-
duction of section for the same load and span in comparison
with that of simple prestressed concrete beams.
The prestressing cable is located in such a way that
stresses produced at any section remain within the allowable
limits. Usually, computation of momenta due to applied loading
involves an integration process. However, in this study of
continuous prestressed concrete beams, equivalent loads are
computed from the secondary moments through a differentiation
process. Prom the equivalent loads, final moments which glTfi
the eccentricity of pressure line, are computed.
The displacement of prestressing cable and pressure line
involves .the principle of linear transformation and ooncordany
of cable. The principle of linear transformation is particularly
useful when it may be desirable to adjust the location of
tendon in order to provide more protective cover over the
prestressing tendons without altering the location of C-llne.
linear transformation of c.g.s. line does not affect the
stresses in the concrete since the C-line remains unchanged.
This ohows that C-line is Independent of the eccentricity of
c.g»8. line. Design of continuous prestressed concrete beasis
by concordant cable is soiaevirhat easier, because C-line and
c.g.s. line are identical which results in less computations.
It io often desirable to start a design by assuming that the
tendon trajectory is concordant cable. The tendon location
owi then be linearly transformed into nonconcordant cable.
Two typical problems of beams having variable moments of
inertia and subjected to fixed and variable loading conditions
are discucsed as an illustration of location of cable and
displacement of pressure line.
